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Performance Notes
General/Notation
= dampen the string. Any lines or note values extending along the vertical axis indicate pitch range
or rhythmic placement
Laissez vibrez / l.v. (let ring) all pitches unless a mute symbol is given - some pitches are tied and others are
followed by rests, this is designed to achieve clearer rhythmic representation in diﬀerent ways depending on
the material
Xylo = sons xylophoniques
pdlt = pres de la table
bdlc = bas dans les cordes
Z = thunder sound, strike the lowest strings of the harp so that they buzz together. This symbol alongside a
pitch (e.g. Eb/E♮) indicates a pedal buzz - place the pedal halfway between the indicated positions so that
the mechanism buzzes/rattles against the given string.
O = Bartók pizzicato - play forcefully at the lower end of the string and allow the finger to hit the table
- indicates an approximate range in which to strike the strings with the palm/side of the hand

- scrape the pick down a metal string, position indicates approximate pitch but serves
mainly as a visual stimulus rather than indicating an exact string
x noteheads indicate to play a non-octave harmonic, see notes below
Underlined accidentals indicate where there is a change of pedal
Small dashes through the top line of the stave show downbeats

Notes
Pages 1-2
Should be performed very actively and with motion - it should remain rhythmic and non-rubato, with each
phrase clearly articulated
Page 3
Gradually increase the dominance of the ideas in the red and orange boxes. Phrases from the first two
pages (green box) should continue in a similar manner to before and gradually disappear until only the red
and then orange boxes remain. The performance should remain rhythmic and ‘in time’. Although the x
noteheads on page 4 represent non-octave harmonics in the low register, due to the diﬃculty of performing
this whilst sitting, the performer should perform regular octave harmonics and non-octave harmonics in the
higher register, eﬀectively creating a transition from the material in page 1-2 to page 4. Once only the
harmonics remain (orange box), gradually move to standing position whilst continuing to play in preparation
for page 4.
Page 4
x noteheads serve as a visual stimulus for the performance of non-octave harmonics - the harmonics
should be restricted to the lowest two octaves of the harp and in the top 1/3 of each string, performed
standing with the mechanism facing the performer so that the string is fully accessible up until its
extremities. Exploration of the top few inches of the string in order to reach the harmonic partials of the
10th, dominant 7th and above is preferred.
It is possible and encouraged to treat this loosely and interpret in diﬀerent ways, for example, performing
more or less densely than written, playing diﬀerent/additional pitches, not lining up exactly (vertically) with
the sung part etc. The notation is proportional i.e. the physical distance between the notes on the page
decides how closely they should be spaced together, the bars with second values indicate to continue the
harmonic texture for the given duration. Let the harp ring throughout unless otherwise notated.
Before beginning the sung part, allow space of 10-20 seconds of purely harmonics in order to set the
scene.
The vocal line is rubato within the given tempo range and the rhythmic values indicate the approximate
phrasing. Last vocal phrase - aim to sing below the possible pitch range of the voice, so that the voice
produces a non-clean, broken, almost breathless spoken sound.
After bar 29, strum the harp gesturally ad lib as you move to sitting position to prepare for page 5.
Page 5
There are 5 approximate octave ranges that should be strummed with a plastic pick or credit card. It is not
important during performance if the performer over or under-shoots the given range. The topmost octave
should always be strummed ascending, the bottom most descending. Let ring unless otherwise notated.
Boxes with L or R and accidentals indicate to change the pedal on the given beat to produce a pedal slide.
It is up to the performer (and depends on the existing position of the pedal) whether it is changed by tone or
semi-tone. Specific pedal movements are specified at the end of this passage in order to prepare for the
next section - if the pedals are already in the notated position, the instructions can be ignored, or the
opportunity can be used to change any of the other upcoming pedals.
Page 6
Bars 47-48 - strum with alternate hands, the overall shape of the motion being descending but with
overlapping ranges. The end of the phrase is notated as all left hand, as the right hand would not reach as
low as the left, but if the performer is able to reach lower with the right hand, they can continue with the L/R
alternate strumming pattern to help facilitate this passage.

Bars 51-56 - the performer should treat this as playing the lowest possible ranges that can be reached with
each hand simultaneously, this may not be the written ranges. Lift and depress the D and E pedals from flat
to natural positions ad lib in order to create pedal buzzes.
Bars 61 (+ 63, pg 7) - the notes are strummed with all the nails on the right hand.
Page 7
Bars 62 + 63 - strum the given ranges (under/overshooting is ok) whilst dampening the B C and D strings
within that range.
From here on, the phrases that do not feature the crotchet (quarter) minim (half) repeated pattern should be
seen as small interruptions to this still texture, and can be play with more expression and movement.
Page 8 + 9
B.d.l.c. playing is reset back to normal playing position by (norm.) markings
Page 10
Bar 92 - the /ss/ is drawn from the IPA and indicates that the ’s’ sound from the end of the word ‘stands’
should not be pronounced until that beat (the C# prior to it still being the ‘a’ sound from ‘stands’), and
should be elongated across 2 beats

Alternate between

Z (lowest strings) and

( F♭ / E♮)

increase interspersion of this idea until it overtakes the red box
and becomes the sole texture

using any of the following rhythms:

Improvisation with ideas from first two pages e.g.:

gradually increase prominence of this idea

gradually reduce occurrence of these ideas until only the red and
orange boxes remain
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